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ASP Advisors
ASP is committed to its members 
and to continued growth 
through education, community, 
and cooperation in the field of 
photographic art and science. 
We began the ASP advisors 
program at the  ASP 2020 Gala.  
Open to all paid ASP members 
and any member signed up for 
autopay, the advisors program 
matches ASP volunteer advisors 
with members who wish to 
connect with them in order to 
learn or hone any number of 
photography related skills: from 
business to marketing, from 
technical skills to understanding 
the fine art world, to improving 
one’s competition images to 
preparing for retirement after a 
long career in photography. 
The program has been a 
resounding success so far and we 
look forward to a second matching 
later this year, so keep an eye out 
for news about signing up. 
ASP is dedicated to striving 
for artistic perfection and the 
enhancement of scientific 
knowledge of the art of 
photography, and to sharing with 
our membership all the expertise 
gained through experience.    h

President’s Message

ASP: Stronger Together

Many of us are collectors of 
one thing or another. As a 
child, I collected stamps. I 

would gather them from a variety 
of people and places; most often 
my grandmother’s correspondence.  
The majority of my stamps were 
postmarked rather than pristine 
and unused, but those travel-worn 
veterans were the ones that I loved 
the most. I would run my finger over 

those small stamps, and imagine 
where they had been, what they 
had witnessed, and what wonderful 
stories they would tell me if they 
could speak. 

Some of my stamps were new 
and perfect. Others were old, torn, 
and used. Some lived their life 
as support beside another, while 
others stood alone. One thing was 
certain: when they were all together, 

they were a wonderful, shining 
collection that made me very happy.  

 I stopped collecting stamps after 
elementary school, and have since 
moved on to assembling a collection 
that is far more valuable to me; 
friends, memories and a tribe upon 

which to lean. The American Society 
of Photographers is a brilliant 
collection of people and, like my 
stamp collection, we also shine even 
brighter when together. Our ASP 
membership is rich and varied with 
unimaginable stories, experience, 
advice, and a wide array of talents, 
both photographic and beyond. 
We are so fortunate to have the 
wisdom and knowledge of history 

intrinsic to those ASP members who 
have served our industry for years. 
On the other hand, we are also 
privileged to be able to embrace 
the enthusiasm and ingenuity of 
our newer and younger members.

Our members are industry 
leaders, but they are also 
professionals doing their utmost to 
support their fellow photographers 
and artists. As ASP members, we are 

more vibrant and brilliant together. 
Our industry thrives when we work 
together. Our circle of confidants 
and our support system grows when 
we work together as a community.  

Let’s grow our collection--
and become stronger together. h 

Leslie Ann Kitten, M.Photog.,Cr.,CPP

“We are so fortunate to have the wisdom and 
knowledge of history intrinsic to ASP members 

who have served our industry for years.”

Volume  1, Spring 2020

“As ASP members, we are more  
vibrant and brilliant together”

https://www.acilab.com/specials
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Board of Governors

PRESIDENT — Leslie Ann Kitten

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD — Don Raupp

GOVERNOR — John Herrel

VICE PRESIDENT — Ella Carlson

GOVERNOR — Tony Corbell

GOVERNOR — Warren Motts

PRESIDENT-ELECT — Sabina Cavalli

GOVERNOR —Miles Andonov

GOVERNOR — Jenni Knezovich

SECRETARY/TREASURER — Karen Nakamura

GOVERNOR — Kristi Elias

The ASP Magazine is 
the official publication 
of the American 

Society of Photographers, 
Inc., published four times 
a year for members, 
advertisers, sponsors and 
others in the photographic 
industry to inspire, educate, 
and share information of 
industry matters, personal 
achievements, and news 
and events of this and other 
associations.

Acceptance of advertising, 
or publishing of press 
releases does not imply 
endorsement of any 
product or service by this 
association, publisher, or 
editor.

Permission is granted to 
similar publications of the 
photographic industry to 
reprint contents of this 
publication, provided that 
the author and the ASP 
Magazine are credited as 
the source. 

Articles, with or without 
photographs, are welcome 
for review for inclusion in 
this publication. Please 
understand, the editor 
reserves the right to refuse 
publication, or if accepted, 
the right to edit and use 
on a space available basis. 
Send all communications, 
articles and advertising to 
the editor.

Acting Editor
Ella Carlson

2 Gregory Lane
Littleton, MA 01460
ella@ellaprints.com

800 • 638 • 9609

M.Photog.,Cr.,CPP
3212 Woodrow Road, Lubbock, TX 79423

806.577.2201 leslie@savantphotgraphy.com

M.Photog.,Cr.,CPP
1170 Pontiac Avenue, Cranston, RI 02892

401.340.9144 draupp@live.com

M.Photog.,CPP.
21 Jacobs Mill Court, Elgin SC 29045

803.420.3660 jherrel@herrelPhotography.com

M.Photog.,M.Artist,Cr.,CPP.,F-ASP.,EA-ASP
2 Gregory Lane, Littleton, MA 01460
978.649.7783 ella@ellaprints.com

Cr.Photog.,Hon.EA-ASP
180 N. 3 Mile Road, Fort Gibson, OK 74434

914.441.1692 tony@tonycorbell.com

M.Photog.,Cr.,Hon.M.Photog.,EA-ASP.,Hon.EA-ASP.,Hon.F-ASP
5761 Ebright Road, Groveport, OH 43125

614.836.1500 info@mottsmilitarymuseum.org

M.Photog.,Cr.,CPP
104 Putney Bridge Lane, Simpsonville, SC 29681
630.699.2072 talk.to.me.@sabinacavalli.com

M.Photog.Cr., CPP 
5914 Cable Avenue

Cleveland, OH   44127-1736  milesfoto@aol.com

M.Photog.,CPP.
2714 Commercial Way, Rock Springs, WY 82901

307.382.9900 jenni@fotosbyjenni.com

M.Photog.,M.Artist,Cr.
18114 Dalton Avenue, Gardena, CA 90248
310.719.2329 knphoto@sbcglobal.net

M.Photog. M. Artist, Cr.,CPP
5441 E El Cedral, Long Beach, CA 90815

562.522.8069 kristi@kristielias.com

Jon Allyn

I was introduced to ASP by Mille Totushek back in the late 1980’s. 
She would insist that I attend the ASP Banquet to make friendships 
with the industry leaders. This was uncomfortable for me since I 

was relatively new to the industry and didn’t have any PPA degrees 
at that time. I was in awe of the people at our table, Joyce Wilson, 
Bill McIntosh, Jack & Nancy Holowitz, Lizbeth Guerrina. I started 
to think about how cool it would be to earn a degree and have my 
name in the ASP membership directory. I remember saying, Jon 
Allyn, Don Blair, Frank Cricchio, Terry Deglau etc. It was nice that 
my name came first alphabetically. Well, it was 1990 when I received 
my first degree and made the book.

Later, with the encouragement of Bill Stevenson, Linda Weaver, Randy Peterson and J. Michael McBride, 
I was elected to the Governor position. I advanced through the chairs and even got to be President for 18 
months due to the change of dates of ImagingUSA. 

After seven years on the Board of Governors, I was chosen to become the Executive Director. I’ve enjoyed 
meeting so many like-minded people dedicated to helping others advance their careers. There are far too 
many people to thank for enriching my life but suffice it to say, all of you have brought me much joy and 
happiness.

So now after thirteen years as your Executive Director, as of February 29, 2020, I’ve stepped down due to 
health reasons. The ASP Board of Governors will search for my successor to continue growing this great 
Society. God Bless you all, –– Jon Allyn

“The page turns, the end of an Era. You made your mark and you, sir, you will be missed.”  
–– Gabriel Alonso, ASP Past President

“Jon, you have touched my heart. You have a genuine gift of giving. Thank you for every-
thing you have taught me. Enjoy your retirement!” ––Karen Nakamura,      ASP Secretary/
Treasurer

“]on has the ability to make you change your perspective when discussing any topic. You 
have to take a look at the subject from a different angle which forces you think. I look 
forward to when Jon is stronger so we can do some deep thinking again via discussions.”  
–– Steve Clark, former ASP Vice President  h

ASP Executive Director Steps Down
By Jon Allyn, M.Photog. M.Artist. Cr., CPP, F-ASP

ASP Executive Director Position Available
ASP is looking for a person to take the administrative helm for ASP. The executive director maintains 
membership rolls, orders and/or prepares of plaques, ribbons, certificates and trophies; coordinates with 
the ASP Banquet/Gala Chair to handle preparation details including the printed program booklet. He/she will 
handle correspondence. He/she may relieve the Secretary/Treasurer of his/her duty to record the minutes 
of all Board of Governors meetings and manage bank accounts, prepare a quarterly financial statement and 
arrange for the preparation of tax documents. The ED shall be responsible for the production and publication 
of the Society’s quarterly magazine, although this responsibility may be subcontracted out. He/she shall be 
responsible for arranging the storage and shipment of the ASP Booth. This is a paid position. Please send your 
CV and any inquiries to Ella Carlson, ella@ellaprints.com or Leslie Kitten, leslie@savantphotgraphy.com h

mailto:ella@ellaprints.com
http://leslie@savantphotgraphy.com
http://draupp@live.com
http://ella@ellaprints.com
http://tony@tonycorbell.com
http://talk.to.me.@sabinacavalli.com
http://knphoto@sbcglobal.net
mailto:ella@ellaprints.com
http://leslie@savantphotgraphy.com
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and sculptors must observe 
and subsequently translate 
over hours and days the 
rendering of these emotions. 
The commonality is that, 
through both medium, the 
artist must bring their subject to 
the expressed emotion. What 
we, as photographers, can 
learn from Rembrandt is that 
now, as then, expression is the 
number one selling point of any 
portrait. Technique, pose and 
lighting are all secondary. Also, 
and perhaps more significantly, 
the human spirit encompasses 
a full range of emotions. 
Photographic portrait artists 
have been ofttimes self-
limited to the happy and in 
love expressions so popular 
in today’s marketplace. The 
Baroque period and Rembrandt 
have illustrated there is much 
more to portray.

A second stylistic element of this 1629 portrait is 
its approach to lighting. Rembrandt’s use of lighting 
in his portraits has been a topic of conversation 
throughout history. Descriptions of his specific style 
and contributions will vary depending on the observers. 
Photographers speak of a pattern of light, specifically 
a triangular highlight on the shadow side of the face. 
Painters, however, characterize his style as emotional, 
dramatic with dense atmosphere.

Rembrandt’s self-portrait is perhaps the earliest 
example of a lighting technique that was to become a 
hallmark of his style. There exists a continuing debate 
among scholars as to where and when Rembrandt was 
introduced to the works/techniques of an Italian artist 
from the early 1600s by the name of Michelangelo 
Merisi, called Caravaggio. What is clear is that 

Rembrandt never studied with Caravaggio nor saw one 
of his paintings. However, whether he was exposed to 
Caravaggio’s work through contemporary artists, such 
as Pieter Lastman, or the Utrecht artists who studied 
in Italy, or via some other influence, Caravaggio’s 
contribution to Rembrandt’s signature lighting style 
cannot be overstated.

Caravaggio was famous not only for his tragic 
and unfortunate life, but more importantly for his  

 

creation of a lighting and painterly vision that changed 
painting forever. He introduced, among other elements, 
a dramatic and theatrical approach to painting. In “The 
Taking of Christ” (Figure 2), Caravaggio’s style of using 
dark backgrounds and beams of light illuminating 
individual subjects is exhibited. The dramatic contrast 
between the highlights and shadows, powerful and 
emotional posing, expressions and environments 
became unique and distinct characteristics of his work 
which influenced painters from the 1600’s forward.

Caravaggio’s influence on Rembrandt is evident in 
many of Rembrandt’s portraits. (Figures 3 and 4) are 
excellent examples of this style. There is very distinct 
beam of light which illuminates the face differently than 
the body of his subjects in each of the examples. Also, 

note the dramatic contrast, use of the very distinctive 
dark areas and an overall mysterious mood of the 
portraits.

A good comparison would be the work of one of 
Rembrandt’s contemporaries. Franz Hals (note Figure 
5) not only worked during the same time period as 
Rembrandt, but both were successful portrait artists 
in Amsterdam. The clientele were the same, but the 
artistic styles were very different. Hals and others did 
not employ the dramatic darks or contrasts typical of 

The Real Rembrandt
What we, as photographers, can learn from Rembrandt
Tim Meyer, M.Photog.,Cr.,CPP

Rembrandt van Rijn is generally considered one 
of the greatest visual artists in the history of art 
and the most important in Dutch art history. The 

French sculptor Auguste Rodin said, “Compare me 
with Rembrandt! What sacrilege! With Rembrandt, the 
colossus of Art! We should prostrate ourselves before 
Rembrandt and never compare anyone with him!” 
Vincent van Gogh wrote, “Rembrandt goes so deep into 
the mysterious that he says things for which there are 
no words in any language. It is with justice that they call 
Rembrandt—magician—that’s no easy occupation.”

Rembrandt was an innovator, creator, renowned 
portraitist, etcher and educator. The breadth and 
complexity of his contributions are innumerable. I hope 
with this article to address the contributions of Rembrandt 
specific to photographic portrait artists. Photography 
and painting are very distinct and different mediums. I 
will discuss how Rembrandt’s contributions have come 
to influence and inspire photographic portrait artists.

Rembrandt‘s 1629 self-portrait (Figure 1) is among 
the earliest of over forty self-portraits. He produced 
it when he was only twenty-three years old and at the 
beginning of his artistic career.

It is significant not only for the many innovative and 
impressive artistic (painting) techniques he incorporated, 
but, for the photographic artist, it represents one of 
the earliest examples of two elements that were to 
become part of Rembrandt’s signature style: lighting and 
expression.

It is also important to note that this portrait was 
created when Rembrandt was just beginning to take on 
students. He valued this portrait so greatly that he would 
have his students copy it as a teaching aid. There still 
exists today at least five copies from his workshops.

One key element to Rembrandt’s notoriety during 
his lifetime was his ability to capture emotion and 
expression. He continued to experiment and excel in 
this area throughout his career. The 1629 portrait is 
an outstanding example of his experimentations with 
expression. Most of Rembrandt’s fame during his lifetime 
came from the depth and complexity of the emotions 
that he was able to illustrate in his subjects. The Baroque 
period, during which Rembrandt lived, was rife with 

artists experimenting with 
and pushing the 
boundaries of how 
emotions were expressed 
in art. Rembrandt, 
partly through his 
extraordinary ability to 
realistically render eyes, 
and mostly through the 
understanding of people 
and the complexity of the 

human spirit, was able to impart a realism to his portraits 
that other artists were not able reproduce. Rembrandt’s 
patrons looked alive and he was paid handsomely for it.

Today’s photographic portrait artist has a unique 
ability to spontaneously capture expressions. Painters 

“Rembrandt’s signature style: lighting and expression”

“Expression is the number one selling point of any portrait”

Figure 2,  The Taking of Christ was painted in Rome in 1602 
by Michelangelo da Merisi, better known as Caravaggio,

Figure 1,  1629 self-portrait by Dutch painter 
Rembrandt van Rijn is part of the Clowes Fund 
Collection of the Indianapolis Museum of Art in 

Indianapolis, Indiana
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The Real Rembrandt (continued)

Figure 3, Portrait of Mambrandt 
        van Rijn, 1632

Figure 4, Agatha Bas,
Rembrandt van Rijn, 1641

Figure 5, Portrait of Isaak  
Abrahamsz. Massa, Franz Hals 1626

Tim Meyer, M.Photog. Cr.,CPP

With over 41 years of 
experience, Tim Meyer, MFA, MA 
is internationally recognized and 
well respected for his craftsman 
level technique and ever- evolving 
innovative style.

In addition to having taught 
and served as the Lead Portrait 
Instructor at Brooks Institute, he 
continues to teach various MFA 
and BFA level programs in southern 
California colleges. Tim is honored 
to be a mentor, speaker and 
workshop leader worldwide.

“The Portrait 2nd Edition   
- U n d e r s t a n d i n g P o r t r a i t 
Photography,” is an in-depth 
study of portraiture co-written 
with Glenn Rand and published 
by Rocky Nook, Inc., & available 
on Amazon in English, German & 
Chinese.

The second annual Asp Saturday Night Shindig was held 
this year during ImagingUSA Nashville 2020 January 18th, 
8-10 pm in the Delta Ballroom. This, being the second year 

for the Shindig, the committee wasn’t sure exactly the number 
to expect, nor did they realize what a hit it would ultimately wind 
up being!

Dennis Hammon said it best. “The ASP Shindig was the time 
for ASP members to unite in fellowship and friendship. The 
casual setting with Nashville type live music in the background 
set the mood for the rest of the convention. Put aside ego’s and 
just a place to let down your hair and talk shop or whatever. 
Casual and fun was the theme of the night.” 

Marisa Balletti-Lavoie was tasked with the social media aspect 
of getting the word out about the awesome party plans that were 
in the works.  While a first-time degree recipient herself and one 
of the newest members of ASP she stepped up to the challenge 
and helped spread the word about the party with numerous 
Facebook posts in the group educating us all on the fabulous 
raffle prizes! Marisa said, “The ASP opening night shindig was a 
great way to reconnect with friends & colleagues that I haven’t 
seen in awhile, as well as introduce myself to peeps I have been 
wanting to meet. It was a perfect kick-off to a great convention 

- drinks, laughs, good chats, and raffle prizes. The team did a 
fabulous job greeting everyone at the door, and the entire event 
had a delightful vibe, it was one of my favorite parties of the 
week. “

We had some really amazing educational opportunities from 
Texas school, and West Coast School. There was a great selection 
of ASP member books,   Sew Trendy Accessories gift card, Intuition 
Backgrounds by Becky Gregory, Jonathan Penney Prints, Light & 
Motion Stella Pro Lights, Mark Schoenrock, Tony Corbell, Brad 
Barton & Carl Caylor I hope I didn’t forget anyone!  Amazing 
prizes and we are all thankful for the contribution for the raffles!

Personally, I found the band to be the best part of the evening.  
We can all thank Brandi Morgan and East Coast Captures for her 
generous gift of music! The guitarist and the singer got some 
people dancing and helped fill the room with cheer.

Here is what some of the new degree recipients and long time 
members had to say about coming to the party and getting rub 
elbows with the new members. What a great way to recognize 
celebrate their new membership in this association! h

The ASP Shindig
A Chance for Fellowship
Bailey  Fox, Cr.Photog.,CPP

a Rembrandt painting. The lighting is even throughout 
the scene in the Hals portrait; there is not the selective, 
spot lighting effect characteristic of a Rembrandt. As 
with the works of Caravaggio, Rembrandt constantly 
created powerful, dramatic and emotional settings 
for his subjects with the masterful use of darks and 
contrasting light. This signature look has become 
the historical definition of Rembrandt’s lighting and 
paintings to all but the photographer.

Witness the fact that photographic portrait artists 
are probably asking the question right about now, so 

what about the triangular highlight? The earliest modern 
references to the origins of Rembrandt photographic 
lighting go back to the early 1900s. “Pioneering movie 
director Cecil B. DeMille is credited with the first use 
of the term (Rembrandt Lighting): DeMille explained in 
his autobiography that while shooting The Warrens of 
Virginia (1915), he borrowed some portable spotlights 
from the Mason Opera House in downtown Los Angeles 
and ‘began to make shadows where shadows would 
appear in nature.’ When business partner Sam Goldwyn 
saw the film with only half an actor’s face illuminated, 
he feared the exhibitors would pay only half the price 
for the picture. After DeMille told him it was Rembrandt 
lighting, Sam’s reply was jubilant with relief: “for 
Rembrandt lighting the exhibitors would pay double”. 

In the photography world, Rembrandt lighting is 
usually associated with two distinct techniques, either a 
chiaroscuro style (contrasting effects of light and shade 
in art work), or a distinct triangular highlight under the 
eye on the shadow side of a face. In spite of DeMille’s 

reference to the lighting style in 1915, there seems to be 
no definitive origins for the definitions as photographers 
now know them. The triangular highlight on the shadow 
side of the face has been a tradition in photography for 
decades. In photographic academic circles, they also 
debate the size of the triangle, should it be in the eye, 
should there be a catch light, and how long should the 
highlight be? There seems also to be a tradition that 
photographic “Rembrandt lighting” should be short 
lighting (the light coming from the narrower side of 
the face), not broad lighting; ironic perhaps because 

Rembrandt almost exclusively used broad lighting on 
his subjects. (See Figures 1, 3 and 4) To date, I have not 
been able to discover the source of the photographic 
traditions about Rembrandt lighting. It is important to 
note that the photographic approach to Rembrandt’s 
style of lighting is 
significant, but not 
nearly as sophisticated 
or compelling as the 
other “world” view. A 
synthesis of the two 
approaches might be a 
“brighter” approach.

Rembrand was 
an innovator and 
visual genius, as 
previously mentioned.
His contributions      with 
regard to expression and 
lighting are definitely 

some of his most recognizable. Among art 
historians, his techniques with highlights 
(especially with the rendering of specular 
highlights), shadows, control of points of 
focus/interest by adding or subtracting 
detail, just to name a few, are legendary. 
My introduction into Rembrandt’s world of 
lighting was my gateway into an amazingly 
complex and sophisticated visual 
vocabulary. I continue to learn. It would be 
the greatest of understatements to say that 
it has changed how I see and approach my 
portraits. h

  

One of the last of  
Rembrandt’s 80 self-portraits

“For Rembrandt lighting, the exhibitors would pay double.” “It was a great kick-off to ImagingUSA, seeing all those 
friends you only get to see once a year”- ––Brad Barton
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ASP Membership Certificates

Available upon request 
Contact: 
         ASP VP, Ella Carlson at info@asofp.com 
         by phone at 978-649-7783 or through the ASP website.

All renewals done through the website,
https://ASofP.com/membership

Sign up for hassle-free auto-renewal and get the early-bird
billed to your credit card on March 1st h 

ASP members are 
invited to submit 
their artwork this 

spring to be considered 
for one or more traveling 
exhibitions in 2020 and 
beyond!  Images for 
the collection will be 
selected in June by curators and artists independent of 
ASP. This thought-provoking body of work will represent 
varied creation, printing, and 
presentation methods and 
multiple subject matter and will 
offer a look into what exceptional 
contemporary photographers are 
creating, and the methods and 
techniques applied to achieve the 
final artwork.  
 Artists whose images 
are selected for exhibition may 
also have as opportunity  to 
speak at the venues showing 
the work as well as a chance to 
support the educational aspects 
of the exhibitions: attending the 
exhibition opening, participating 
in panel discussions, giving 
lectures, and artist talks.  Your 
images matter, your voice 
matters.  We look forward to 

The Museum Project
Your Work on Display
Anne Kelley Looney, Cr.Photog.,CPP

supporting this exciting project for ASP members!  
 Step into this next level of sharing your work by 
participating in the Museum Project!  Let us take care of 
all the details of your work being exhibited.
 Submissions  will be accepted between March 17, 
2020 and April 20, 2020. Artists may submit up to ten 
images in digital format. Selections will be determined in 
June. Rules may be found on the ASP website at www.
asofp.com/  For questions: contact Anne Looney at 
annekelleystudio@comcast.net

https://ASofP.com/membership
http://www.asofp.com/
http://www.asofp.com/
mailto:annekelleystudio@comcast.net
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Zoo Friday

Animals are one of my 
greatest passions. I have 
always enjoyed watching 

them, even as a little girl. As a 
child we had a guinea pig. As 
an adult I got my first dog, a 
Pomeranian after 911. This led 
to a second Pomeranian three 
years later, then two more a few 
years after the second.The fifth 
one came along unexpectedly 

and so did the sixth. At this point my husband said no 
more! So my furry little six pack and my husband make 
up are family. For my 50th birthday, instead of a party, I 
decided that I wanted to go to the zoo with a few friends 
and feel like a kid again. I hadn’t been to the Philadelphia 
Zoo since I was a child

The Philadelphia Zoo 
is the oldest zoo in North 
America. The charter 
established the Zoological 
Society of Philadelphia in 1859, but because of the Civil 
War, the zoo didn’t open until 1874. This zoo is a beautiful 
place to go for a walk, bring your camera and even sit 
and enjoy lunch with a freind. This first time back at the 
zoo in over 38 years, I found myself utterly captivated 
by the flamingos and the giraffes. I didn’t think about 
the images in terms of art at this point. My birthday is in 
July so my IPC cases were already in for the year. The 
work I’d had in galleries consisted mainly of seascapes. I 
was just enjoying the day with friends. Working up these 
images of the zoo animals wasn’t even on my radar scope. 
After all, these were zoo animals, contained in cages, not 
out in the wild with beautiful landscapes around them.

A few months later a friend came to visit from California 
and we decided to go to the zoo on a day trip. I gravitated 
to the giraffes again. It was then that I fell in love with these 
tall creatures with hearts weighing twenty five pounds. 
They move so gracefully across the ground, swaying their 
heads like fine choreography or sweeping leaves in a gentle 
breeze. It was a beautiful fall day, warm sunlight and the 
zoo was empty as kids were back in school. Fast forward 
to January and I started working on competition images. 
I pulled out one of my giraffe images. I decided to paint 
it in Photoshop®. I already knew the great connection 

animals can have with each other and with us so I 
thought maybe these would work for print competition? 

My Pomeranians are my kids. My husband and I take 
them on vacation and even talk to them. Now I found 
myself connecting to these amazingly elegant and stately 
creatures. Fueled by this new connection, I found a new 
inspiration for my art. I started creating pantings of zoo 
animals. Around this time, a client reached out to me 
to photograph an elephant, paint it and install a custom 
acrylic that is 48 x 60 in their great-room. She saw an 
image I posted on Facebook and asked about elephants, 
here favorite creature. That began a new journey for me. I 
started going to the zoo on Fridays, my day off, and posting 
“Zoo Friday” on my Facebook page. Spending more and 
more time painting and realizing I had found a new artistic 
outlet in the animals and the painting. Posting my work 

on facebook, 
Instagram and 
sending out email 
campaigns about 
new artistic options 

at my studio lead to a new type of work from clients. Clients 
started reaching out to me to paint newborns, pets, and 
kids. I found that grandmothers were especially interested 
in fairytale art of their grandkids. Suddenly, I was creating 
paintings not only for the print competition, but also as an 
income stream which has turned out to be rather lucrative.

It all started with my 50th birthday trip. Since then, I’ve 
entered my painted zoo animals in many juried art shows 
and exhibits, and have won many awards. These awards and 
exhibits elevate the perceived quality of what I offer and send 
a message to clients that I have far more in my skill set than 
portrait work. This new endeavor of interest also sets me 
apart from a market saturated with hobbyist photographers.

It also led to me becoming a board member of my 
local zoo’s Gala committee. This committee was a great 
networking avenue. When you are on a Gala committee, a 
great deal of time is spent reaching out for donations, so you 
meet a lot of business owners. We all know that marketing 
yourself can be as much work as photography itself and this 
gave me a great additional way to do that. As you consider 
the Museum project, realize the national exposure this brings 
your work and your studio, more feathers to put in your cap 
with bragging rights, and it’s just fun to be in an exhibit.h

Judy Reinford, M.Photog.M.Artist, Cr., CPP, PPA Council 
Creating Fine Art from an Enjoyable Pastime

“Fueled by this new connection, I 
found a new inspiration for my art.”
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